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1. Opening of the session

2. Adoption of the Agenda
   Competence MS – Voting MS

3. Election of officers and designation of the Drafting Committee
   Competence MS – Voting MS

   Mixed Competence - Voting MS

5. Forests and energy: new challenges in sustainable forest management
   Mixed competence - Voting MS

6. Forests protection
   Mixed Competence - Voting MS

7. Putting forestry to work at the local level
   Mixed Competence - Voting MS

8. Progressing toward sustainable forest management. In-session seminar: regional action on sustainable forest management
   Mixed Competence – Voting MS

9. Decisions and recommendations of FAO bodies of interest to the Committee
   Mixed Competence - Voting MS

10. Shaping an action programme for FAO in forestry
    Mixed Competence - Voting MS

11. XIII World Forestry Congress
    Mixed Competence - Voting MS
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12. Date and place of the next session  
   *Competence MC – Voting MC*

13. Adoption of the report  
   *Mixed Competence - Voting MS*

14. Closure of the session